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The All-Woleai Meeting I attended was held at Faliangiang canoe house in Ifang
District of Falalap Island. The majority of the nuts to be distributed were assembled
here. The distributor was the chancellor of the district, who gave a short speech about
the significance of the occasion, then called out the totals of mature nuts to be given
to each visiting delegation from the islands of the Western Lagoon. In this case Tab-
 wogap, Nigapalam, Pigiil, Siilywap, and Falalus each received “1000”. The allotment
of Tabwogap was actually on Tagailap where the representatives of Tabwogap would
have to go to pick it up. All the other nuts were piled beside Faliangiang canoe house.
When the chancellor had finished distribution to the districts of the Western Lagoon
he allotted “50” Groups of Ten to Greater Lamotrek (Lamotrekalapalap), meaning
Lamotrek, Elato, and Satawal, the three islands of the Lamotrek Hook. Mogmog was
given “20” Groups of Ten, and “5” Groups each to Faraulep, Eauripik, Fais, and Ifaluk.
A final but important distribution of “50” Groups was given as an Inter-Lagoon system
gift to Siilywap. The shares which are allotted to islands not within Woleai atoll itself
are taken by the senior individual of the respective islands who is resident on Woleai
at the time. If there is no one from one of these islands present then the share will be

taken by anyone who has some type of recognized tie to the island. In any case these
shares are always offered and are a tangible expression of the supra-island ties which

link all the outer islands of Yap District.

3. Counting in Divination

A system of divination based on counting the number of knots tied in
strips of coconut frond leaves is a practice widespread in the Caroline Islands
(Girschner 1912; Lessa 1959) and extremely important on Woleai. In
essentials knot divination (bwe*) on Woleai is as described by Lessa for Ulithi
although there are some variations in details. The diviner, who is a high
ranking magico-religious figure, takes a frond pinna and strips it with his
thumbnail into four segments, two from each side of the central spine. He
then ties a random number of knots in each of the strips while reciting to
 himself the details of the problem warranting the divination. When the
knotting is completed, each of the strips appears as the one shown in Fig. la.
1 he diviner separates the knotted strips into two pairs and proceeds to count
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